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INTRODUCTION

New Information Resources is a list of new earth science materials recently acquired and cataloged by the U.S. Geological Survey. It is based on the accessions list acquired through our participation in the national OCLC on-line cataloging system. Due to technical reasons two separate lists are created. The first is an alphabetical list by main entry. These entries were assigned unique USGS subject headings that do not print in the OCLC system. They are therefore arranged alphabetically by main entry. The second list is by subject heading. It is subarranged by main entry. Each entry usually consists of four elements: subject, author/title, imprint, and call number.

EXAMPLE:

Subject: EARTHQUAKES--TENNESSEE--COVINGTON.  
Imprint: Memphis : Tennessee Earthquake Information Center, Memphis State University, 1981.  
Call number: S(239) Sp32 no. 5

Call numbers prefixed with "M" indicate an item is part of the map collection:

M(410)4 B148s

Call numbers ending with D only, MP only, or F only, indicate that one of these regional libraries, Denver, Menlo Park, or Flagstaff, is the sole holder of an item:

210(252) H178m D only

Occasionally an item will not be assigned a call number, receiving instead an alpha abbreviation, such as PAM, i.e., a pamphlet, or qPAM indicating an oversize pamphlet.
(200) R29o no.87-632

(200) R29o no.87-431

M(227)2 G392s

M(273)2 In2b -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1795 -- M(200) I no.1795

M(273)2 P653b -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1794 -- M(200) I no.1794

(284) Gm no.34

G(625) Y78 1986 no.2-8

M(286)296 Ug2c -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.1539-D -- M(200) MF no.1539-D

Mineral resources and geology of Pakistan : a National Symposium. Quetta, Pakistan : University of Baluchistan, Centre of Excellence in Mineralogy, [1978]
403 (648) qM662

440 (625) P57

(200) R29o no.87-480

M(272)2 At17a
g(200) qG29mc no.51

M(274)552 T244b

M(274)49 T244b

042.2(569) B378C

(200) R29o no.87-615

M(273)2 Ir6b -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1774 -- M(200) I no.1774

M(273)2 B386b -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1796 -- M(200) I no.1796

M(274)2 M723b -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1793 -- M(200) I no.1793

M(285)2 C864b

M(264)2 1983b

(239) T4mr 170-SW

(960) C217g

M(700)2s 5000

Davis, F. D. Geologic map of the central Wasatch Front, Utah. Salt Lake City, Utah: Published and sold by Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, 1983. M(273)2 W268dc

Davis, F. D. Geologic map of the southern Wasatch Front, Utah. Salt Lake City, Utah: Published and sold by Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, 1983. M(273)2 W268ds

Davis, F. D. Geologic map of the northern Wasatch Front, Utah. Salt Lake City, Utah: Published and sold by Utah Geological and Mineral Survey, 1985. M(273)2 W268dn


Franco S., Fernando L. Mapa de ocurrencias minerales del departamento del Huila. [Bogotá]: Republica de Colombia, Ministerio de Minas y Energía, Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Geologico-Mineras, [1986]. M(460)4 H876f

M(252)21 1987g

042.2(410) qB471 no.10

(200) R29o no.87-650

M(227)21 1986h

G(200) qG29mc no.63

M(284)5 So88h

Hibbard, James. Geology of the island of Newfoundland. [St. John's, Nfld.]: The Division, 1983.
M(130)2 1983h

M(150)2 1986h

M(272)2 A162h -- M(200)2 vUn3gg no.1610 -- M(200) A1lgq no.1610

Hung, Nguyen Manh. On simultaneous extraction from several resource deposits. Quebec: Dép. d'économique, Université Laval, 1986.
404 H8950

(211) Gm no.2

(211) Gm no.1

M(271)461 R762j -- M(200)461 Un3ci no.108 -- M(200) C no.108
M(272)2 D174k -- M(200)2 vUN3gq no.1593 -- M(200) Allgq no.1593

M(272)5 1987k

(534) fk969ak

M(233)2 W8931 -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.1985-A -- M(200) MF no.1985-A

M(271)2 H1921 -- M(200)2 vUN3gq no.1595 -- M(200) Allgq no.1595

M(281)2 J1221 -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2018 -- M(200) MF no.2018

M(281)2 C4961 -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2017 -- M(200) MF no.2017

M(281)2 J122nw -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2020 -- M(200) MF no.2020

M(281)2 G1841 -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2019 -- M(200) MF no.2019

M(275)296 M824m -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.1244-C -- M(200) MF no.1244-C

203(640) M474gi

M(460)4 1986m

(200) R290 no.88-12

880201-880229 GIS GIS
402(200) Un34ic no.9167

M(276)2 T738m -- M(200)2 vUn3gg no.1636 -- M(200) A11gg no.1636


M(256)21 An42p -- M(200)4 vUn3mf no.2024 -- M(200) MF no.2024

M(274)2 T244pc

M(274)2 T244pb

M(274)2 T244pa

M(224)2 D752p

671(530) Q467u

(534) fR667aka

(534) fR667ap

(534) fR667aho

(534) fR667ac

Ward, John R. Generalized geologic map of Topeka to Kansas City corridor, Kansas. Lawrence, Kansas: Kansas Geological Survey, 1983. M(267)2 T622w


Wellendorf, Cathy S. Depth to river gravel, Tempe quadrangle, Maricopa County, Arizona. [Tucson, AZ]: Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology, 1986. M(274)546 T244w

Wellendorf, Cathy S. Landforms, Tempe quadrangle, Maricopa County, Arizona. [Tucson, AZ]: Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology, 1986. M(274)54 T244w


AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN CITY PLANNING. Grigorëv, Aleksei Alekseevich. Goroda i okruzhaiushchaa sreda: kosmicheskie issledovaniâ. Moskva: Mysl, 1982. 753.7 G877g

AGRICULTURAL POLLUTION--MINNESOTA.
Vanamburg, Gerald L. The effects of agricultural runoff upon natural wetland ecosystems : completion report. [1983]
780(261) M666b no.119

AIR--POLLUTION--POLAND--NIEPOŁOMICE FOREST.
G(578) P743pm no.71

ALASKA PIPELINE.
P(200) G28wp

ALKALIC IGNEOUS ROCKS--ANALYSIS.
(200) R29o no.87-640

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGISTS.
032 (200) Am35a

AQUIFERS--LOUISIANA.
(200) WRi no.87-4001

AQUIFERS--MINNESOTA--MAPS.
M (261) 49 1986k

ARCHES NATIONAL PARK (UTAH)--MAPS.
M (273) 2 Ar24d

ARIZONA--PHOTO MAPS.
M (274) 5.1 1975g

ARMADILLOS, FOSSIL.
S (245) T34p no.45
ARSENIC.
(200) R29o no.87-697

ASTRONAUTICS--DIRECTORIES.
739 gj255 P only

ATHYRIDIDAE.
G(570) Acl22p t.215

ATLASES, RUSSIAN.
508(570) f5o88a

ATMOSPHERE--LASER OBSERVATIONS--CONGRESSES.
S(520) qR855 Ser.A v.323 no.1575

ATMOSPHERIC OZONE--CONGRESSES.
P(200) NA35cp no.2497

BALCONES ESCARPMENT (TEX.)--CONGRESSES.
203(245) B188

BEEBE LAKE (MINN.)--WATER LEVEL.
High water investigation and mitigation strategies for Beebe Lake, Basin #86-23, Wright County. [St. Paul, Minn.]: The Division, [1987]
554(261) H537bb

BENTHOS ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN.
(285) qOp2 no.87-05

BIBLIOGRAPHY--GEOLOGY--HONG KONG.
P(610) qG298p no.85-1
Blasting--Handbooks, Manuals, etc.
467.4 (570) 4788

Books--Conservation and Restoration.
045.7 D248pr 1987

Borings--Florida--Dade County.
(200) WR5 no.86-4126

Borings--New Mexico--White Sands Missile Range.
(200) R29o no.87-47

Borings--Pennsylvania--New Cumberland Region.
(200) R29o no.87-671

Brazíl--Maps.
508 (410) T722

British Museum (Natural History). Dept. of Mineralogy. Oceanography Section--History.
S(520) B82bh v.15 no.2

Cables, Submarine.
539 G743d

Cairo (Egypt)--Maps.
M(720) 2 C123h

Calcium Carbonate--Solubility.
Jansen, John F. The resistance of recent marine carbonate sediments to solution. College Station : Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, Dept. of Oceanography & Meteorology, [1962?]
S(245) T170tr no.62-18-T

880201-880229 GIS GIS
CANALS--MEXICO.
778 (300) C362

CANTLIN LAKE (MINN.)--WATER LEVEL.
High water investigation and mitigation strategies for Cantlin Lake, Basin #71-41, Sherburne County. [St. Paul, Minn.]: The Division, [1987]
554 (26!) H537c

CAP ROCK--CONGRESSES.
Comparison of cap rocks, mineral resources, and surface features of salt domes in the Houston diapir province. [S.l.] : Geological Society of America : Society of Economic Geologists, [1986]
270 (245) C738

CATALOGING OF PICTURES.
Robl, Ernest H. Organizing your photographs: [the complete guide to sorting, cataloging, and storing your pictures]. New York : Amphoto, 1986.
045.6 R571o

CAVING--NORTH CAROLINA--PERIODICALS.
S (231) B644

CAVING--PENNSYLVANIA--PERIODICALS.
The Loyalhanna troglodyte. The Loyalhanna troglodyte. Indiana, Pa.: The Grotto, 1987-
S (223) L956

CESIUM.
(510) qr298 FLPU no.86-8

CHANNELS (HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING)--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
(200) qb no.1384

CHAOTIC BEHAVIOR IN SYSTEMS.
810.6 Sch88d MP only

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
Westall, John C. FITEQL: a computer program for determination of chemical equilibrium constants from experimental data: user's guide version 1.2. Corvallis, Or.: Dept. of Chemistry, Oregon State University, [1982]
863 W522f D only

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICAL AND THEORETICAL.
870 In7h D only
CLIMATIC CHANGES.
512 C615

COAL--ANTARCTIC REGIONS.
402 (800) gAu7trn no.2

COAL--EUROPE, EASTERN.
461 (500) Ug7

COAL GASIFICATION, UNDERGROUND--WYOMING.
Campbell, J. H. Results of a groundwater quality study near an underground coal gasification experiment (Hoe Creek I). Livermore, Calif.: University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Technical Information Dept.; Springfield, Va.: for sale by the National Technical Information Service, [1978]
815 qCl12 UCRL no.52405

COAL--GEOLOGY.
(570) Tc2 n.s. t.332

COAL--KOREA (SOUTH).
G (625) Y78 1985 no.10

G (625) Y78 1986 no.2-10

COAL LEASES--UNITED STATES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.
585.3 (200) Un34des

COAL MINES AND MINING--ALASKA--MAPS.
M (286) 461 1985m

COAL MINES AND MINING--ENERGY CONSERVATION.
G (625) Y78 1986 no.2-23
COAL MINES AND MINING--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--MONTANA--CROW CEDED AREA.
area coal lease tracts II and III, Westmoreland Resources : final
environmental statement. Billings, MT : Billings Area Office, [1976]
461(281) Un33c

COAL MINES AND MINING--FIRES AND FIRE PREVENTION.
Egan, Margaret R. Coal combustion in a ventilated tunnel. [Pittsburgh,
402(200) Un34ic no.9169

COAL MINES AND MINING--GERMANY (EAST)--CONGRESSES.
Kohlenqualitat - von der Erkundung bis zur Forderkohle und Veredlung :
Ergebnisse der Tagung des Arbeitskreises Braunkohle der Gesellschaft für
Geologische Wissenschaften der DDR, Halle, 26. bis 28. September 1985 =
Kachestvo uglei - na etapakh ot razvedki do dobychi i pererabotki = Coal
quality - from exploration to run-of-mine coal and processing. Berlin :
Zentrales Geologisches Institut, 1986.
(530) qB455wr Reihe A Jahrg. 27 Heft 3

COAL MINES AND MINING--INDIANA--MAPS.
Weber, Licia A. Map of southwestern Indiana showing areas underground
K(252)461 So88w

COAL MINES AND MINING--SOUTH AFRICA.
Operating and developing coal mines in the Republic of South Africa.
057.420(780) qM662d no.87-2

COAL MINES AND MINING--SOVIET UNION--TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
Grabilin, Tu. N. Nauchno-tekhnicheskaiia informatsiiia v uglel
461(570) G752n

COAL TRADE.
461 G658w

COASTAL ECOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Utilization of Coastal
Ecosystems : Planning, Pollution and Productivity, 21-27 Nov. 1982, Rio
Grande, Brazil. Rio Grande, RS, Brazil : Editora da FURG, 1985-
521 In8p

COASTS--GERMANY (EAST)--ZINGST.
Fragen der Wechselwirkung Meer : Atmosphäre im Ostseegebiet. Berlin [DDR] :
Nationalkomitee für Geodasie und Geophysik Bei der Akademie der
S(530) qG315s Reihe 4 Heft 38

COASTS--VIRGINIA.
Williams, S. Jeffress. Geologic framework and sand resources of Quaternary
deposits offshore Virginia, Cape Henry to Virginia Beach. [Reston, VA] :
(200) R290 no.87-667
COBALT ORES--JOHNSTON ISLAND REGION.
(200) R29o no.87-663

COCCOLITHS, FOSSIL--EUROPE.
602(520) P17s no.38

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES--ALASKA--INNOKO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.
585.3(286) Un32if MP only

585.3(286) Un32ifs MP only

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES--SWEDEN--KIRUNA MOUNTAINS.
S (583) qUpBur no.66

CRYSTAL WHISKERS.
112 H544s

CRYSTALS.
119 K898st

DAMS--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION--CONGRESSES.
768.3 W693w

DAMS--INDIA--GETALSUD DAM.
(640) B Ser.B no.45

DAMS--TABLES.
(200) R29o no.86-524-A
DAMS--WYOMING.
Houston, Kathleen L. Hydraulic model study of Buffalo Bill Dam and
spillway rehabilitation. Denver, Colo.: Hydraulics Branch, Division of
Research and Laboratory Services, Engineering and Research Center, U.S. Dept.
of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamion, [1987]
791(282) Un36hh D only.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT.
Gerlitz, Carol N. REFS-DTR : a reference database for VAX DATATRIEVE.
(200) R29o no.87-637

DEEP SEA DRILLING PROJECT.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. International phase of ocean drilling
of the Deep Sea Drilling Project: environmental impact statement. La
Jolla, Calif.: The Institution, [1975]
536 Sc34i

DESERTS--ISRAEL--NEGEV.
Rudberg, Sten. Desert landforms in southern Negev and eastern Sinai: from
field courses in 1977 and 1979. Goteborg: Goteborgs universitet,
Naturgeografiska institutionen, 1986.
S(583) qG712r no.22

DIAMONDS.
Fizicheskie svoistva i mineralogii prirodnoi almaza : sbornik nauchnykh
481 F588

DIAMONDS--TRANSVAAL--BAMBOESSPRUIT RIVER VALLEY.
Marshall, T. R. The diamondiferous gravel deposits of the Bamboesspruit,
southern Transvaal. Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa: Economic
Geology Research Unit, University of the Witwatersrand, [1987]
G(780) qJ597ic no.198

DIATOMS--GERMANY (WEST)--BAVARIA.
Klee, Rolf. Kieselalgen bayerischer Gewässer : [Loseblattsammlung].
S(530) qIn3 1987 no.4

DISTANCE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRONIC.
Sako, Maurice K. EDM station descriptions for Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa, and
Hualalai Island of Hawaii. [Menlo Park, CA]: U.S. Geological Survey,
[1987]
(200) R29o no.87-648

DRILL CORE ANALYSIS.
Mills, Sarah J. Scientific core drilling in North-Central Minnesota:
(261) qM31 no.24

EARTH--CRUST.
Reilly, W. I. Heterogeneous strain in earth deformation. Wellington,
New Zealand: Geophysics Division, Dept. of Scientific and Industrial
Research, New Zealand, [1986]
P(890) qSci2r no.210
EARTH DAMS--UNITED STATES--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.
Engineering and Research Center (U.S.). Embankment dams. Denver, CO: Engineering and Research Center, [1984-768.3 (200) En33e

EARTH--MANTLE--ELECTRIC PROPERTIES.
312 E125

EARTH SCIENCES--CANADA.
(100) qP no.85-1A

(100) qP no.88-1D

EARTH SCIENCES--CANADA--ABSTRACTS.
(100) qP no.88-1A

EARTH SCIENCES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.
203.6 M318

EARTH SCIENCES--FRANCE.
(540) qB873

EARTH SCIENCES--GERMANY (EAST).
(530) qB455w Reihe A Jahrg.28 Heft 1

EARTH SCIENCES--SOCIETIES, ETC. --BRAZIL--SÃO PAULO.
032(410) Se26

EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY--CALIFORNIA.
Lee, Vincent W. Microzonation of a metropolitan area. [Los Angeles, CA]: University of Southern California, Dept. of Civil Engineering, [1987]
S(276) R298 no.87-02

EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY--ILLINOIS--OLNEY.
(200) R290 no.87-623
EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION--CONGRESSES.
Special "previsione sismica" in occasione del V Congresso nazionale
dell'Ordine dei geologi sul "Geologic e protezione civile" con l'allò
patronato del Presidente della Repubblica Sandro Pertini. Roma : Ordine
nazionale dei geologi, [1984]
G(550) qG293 ano.31 no.1

Workshop on "Physical and Observational Basis for Intermediate-Term Earthquake
Prediction" (1986 : Menlo Park, Calif.). Proceedings of Workshop XXXVII
physical and observational basis for intermediate-term earthquake prediction.
(200) R29o no.87-591

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION--UNITED STATES--CONGRESSES.
National Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (U.S.). Minutes of the
(200) R29o no.88-37

EARTHQUAKES--INSTRUMENTS.
National Research Council (U.S.). Panel on Strong-Motion Instrumentation.
Recommendations for the strong-motion program in the United States.
Earthquake Engineering], 1987.
240.2 (200) N213r MP only

EARTHQUAKES--MONTANA--DATA PROCESSING.
Needham, R. E. Montana LASA data analysis techniques. Billings, MT :
Philco-Ford Corporation, Communications and Technical Service Division,
[1969]
240 (281) N288m D only

EARTHQUAKES--NEVADA--CATALOGS.
Harmsen, S. C. Earthquake location data for the southern Great Basin of
(200) R29o no.87-596

EARTHQUAKES--SOVIET UNION.
Information Service, [1979]
240 (570) Z415E 1973

240 (570) Z415E 1973

EARTHS, RARE.
Solodov, Nikolaï Alekseevich. Minerageniia redkometal'nykh formatsii.
439 So47m

EDWARDS AQUIFER (TEX.).
Ozuna, G. B. Compilation of hydrologic data for the Edwards Aquifer, San
Antonio area, Texas, 1985, with 1934-85 summary. San Antonio, Tex. : The
490 (245) qSa52b no.45
ELECTRIC PROSPECTING--ALASKA.
S(286) Unimsp no.2

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING--AUTHORSHIP.
Weiss, Edmond H. How to write a usable user manual. Philadelphia: ISI Press, c1985. 053.2 W436h F only

ENERGY FACILITIES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--UNITED STATES.
Ongoing and recently completed energy facility siting projects of the U.S. Geological Survey. [Reston, Va.? : U.S.G.S., 1975]
(200) On3

ENERGY MINERALS.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY--HONG KONG--COLLECTED WORKS.
GCO publication (Hong Kong. Engineering Development Department. Geotechnical Control Office). GCO publication. Hong Kong: The Office, 1985-P(610) qG298p

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS.
(200) qG292gp

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS REGION--CONGRESSES.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--SOVIET UNION.
Problem vzaimodeistvii obshchestva i prirody. Moskva: Izd-vo Moskovskogo un-ta, 1981. 582(570) P941

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--UNITED STATES.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--UNITED STATES--CONGRESSES.
EVAPORITES--FRANCE--BRESSE REGION.
Curial, Alain. La sédimentation salifère et suprasalifère du
paleogène bressan (France) : comparaison entre les données diagraphiques
et lithologiques. Étude diagraphique du champ d'Etrez en synthèse du
bassin. Villeurbanne, France : Département des sciences de la terre,
G(540)

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION--POWDER RIVER WATERSHED (WYO.).
Lenfest, L. W. Evapotranspiration rates at selected sites in the Powder
1987.
(200) WRi no.82-4105

FAULTS (GEOLOGY)--NEW MEXICO--TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES.
Machette, Michael N. Preliminary assessment of Quaternary faulting near
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. [Menlo Park, CA] : U.S. Geological
(200) R29o no.87-652

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD.
Oden, J. Tinsley. Finite elements of nonlinear continua. New York ;
820 Od2f D only

FISHES--MEXICO, GULF OF--MAPS.
Darnell, Rezneat M. Eastern Gulf shelf bio-atlas : a study of the
distribution of demersal fishes and penaeid shrimp of soft bottoms of the
continental shelf from the Mississippi River Delta to the Florida Keys.
New Orleans, La. : Minerals Management Service, Gulf of Mexico OCS Region, U.
402(200) M682os no.86-41

FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION--WASHINGTON (STATE)--HOH RIVER.
Kresch, David L. Flood hazard assessment of the Hoh River at Olympic
(200) WRi no.86-4198

FLOODS--ARKANSAS--BUFFALO RIVER--MAPS.
Neely, Braxtel L. Flood characteristics of the Buffalo River at Tyler Bend,
M(241)552 T972n -- (200) WRi no.87-4180 -- (200) WRi no.87-4180

FLOODS--CONGRESSES.
Analysis of extraordinary flood events : special issue. Amsterdam ; New
780 J826 v.96 no.1-4

FLOODS--ILLINOIS.
Flood control report : an engineering study of the flood situation in the
state of Illinois. Chicago : State of Illinois, Dept. of Purchases and
Construction, [1930]
552(253) F662

FLOODS--INDIA--CONGRESSES.
Seminar on Flood Frequency Analysis (1985 : New Delhi, India). Seminar on
Flood Frequency Analysis, 30 September 1985 : proceedings. New Delhi :
The Board, [1985]
552(640) Se52s
FLOODS--MINNESOTA.
Kuehnast, Earl L. Sixteen year study of Minnesota flash floods. St.
Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources, Division of Waters,
State Climatology and University of Minnesota, Soil Science Dept., 1988.
552 (261) K954s

FORAMINIFERA, FOSSIL.
Woszczyńska, Stanisława. Otwornice i małżoraczki morskich osadów
karbonu na obszarze Lubelszczyzny = The foraminifera and ostracoda of the
carboniferous marine deposits in the Lublin region, Poland = Foraminifery i
ostrakody morskich otłożeń karbonu na territorii Łuśblinskich, o
(578) qPr no.99

FORMATIONS (GEOLOGY)--MICRONESIA (FEDERATED STATES--YAP).
Preliminary mineral resource investigation of gold and copper in Yap,
[1988]
(200) R29o no.88-206

FORMATIONS (GEOLOGY)--WYOMING--GREEN RIVER WATERSHED--MAPS.
Lickus, M. R. Structure contour map of the greater Green River Basin,
M (200) 21 G8251 -- M (200) 4 vUn3mf no.2031 -- M (200) MF no.2031

FUELS--ANALYSIS.
Smith, J. H. Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force distillate and
high density fuels : final report August 1980-October 1981. Menlo Park,
888 Sm62a D only

FUSULINIDAE.
Maginnetti, Robert T. Early Permian fusulinids from the Owens Valley group,
eastern-central California. Boulder, CO : Geological Society of America,
c1988.
G (200) G29sp no.217

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING.
Levinson, A. A. Practical problems in exploration geochemistry.
753.7 L578p

Litokhimicheskie metody poiskov globokozalegaiushchikh rudnykh mestorozhdenií.
426.2 L715

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARIZONA--PIMA COUNTY.
Kreidler, Terry J. Mineral investigation of the Ragged Top Wilderness
study area (AZ-020-197), Pima County, Arizona. Denver, Colo. : United
402 (200) Un34msi no.87-80

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--BOONE COUNTY.
Chazin, Barbara. Spectrographic analyses of insoluble-residue samples,
Harrison 1° x2° quadrangle, Missouri and Arkansas : drill holes nos.
(200) R29o no.87-655
GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--BOONE COUNTY REGION.
(200) R296 no.87-654

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--ARKANSAS--MARION COUNTY REGION.
(200) R296 no.87-653

GEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING--CALIFORNIA--SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY.
Analytical results and sample locality map of stream-sediment, heavy-mineral-concentrate, rock, and soil samples from the Whipple Mountains Wilderness Study Area (CDCA-312) and Whipple Mountains addition Wilderness Study Area (AZ-050-010), San Bernardino County, California. [Denver, CO]: U.S. Geological Survey, 1987.
(200) R296 no.87-631
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WATER, UNDERGROUND--TEXAS--ORANGE COUNTY.
(200) WRi no.87-4158

WATER, UNDERGROUND--THAILAND--MAPS.
M (635)49 1983w

WATER, UNDERGROUND--WEST VIRGINIA--GAULEY RIVER WATERSHED--MAPS.
M (228)49 G236m

WATER, UNDERGROUND--WEST VIRGINIA--KANAWHA RIVER WATERSHED--MAPS.
M (228)49 K132f

WATER, UNDERGROUND--WEST VIRGINIA--MARSHALL COUNTY.
(200) WRi no.88-4006

WATER, UNDERGROUND--WEST VIRGINIA--OHIO RIVER WATERSHED--MAPS.
M (228)49 Oh3s

WATER, UNDERGROUND--WYOMING.
(200) R29o no.87-456

WATERLOGGING (SOILS)--PAKISTAN--KABUL RIVER WATERSHED.
P (648) W52wb no.17

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT--ASIA--CONGRESSES.
784.1 (600) D493c

WILDERNESS AREAS--IDAHO.
585.3 (283) Un33psd WP only
WILDLIFE REFUGES--ALASKA.
585.3(286) Un32sfs MP only

585.3(286) Un32sf MP only

WILDLIFE REFUGES--ALASKA--YUKON DELTA.
585.3(286) Un32ysd MP only

WILDLIFE REFUGES--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--ALASKA.
585.3(286) Un32yfs MP only

585.3(286) Un32yf MP only

WOODEN-FRAME BUILDINGS--EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS--CALIFORNIA--SAN MATEO COUNTY--MAPS.
M(276)24 Sa53p -- M(200)2 vUn3m no.1257-1 -- M(200) I no.1257-I

WORLD MAPS.
M(000)21 1984c

M(000)21 1984p

WYOMING--ROAD MAPS.
M(282)2 1986c

ZINC ORES--POLAND.
G(578) P74pg no.125
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HLC</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>#-ENTRIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GISS</td>
<td>Main</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL ENTRIES FOR THIS INSTITUTION WERE 702